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ABSTRACT 
Quran and Nahjolbalaghe have had a special place for their outstanding literary and ethic 
features in educational literature field during the time as if they attract the attention of 
scientists and experts. Therefore, designing theories and different concepts of individual, 
social, domestic life, community leadership and religion circuit which originated from their 
clear thinking, provoke authors to after explain the position of available epistles to fixate 
knowledge and analyze sociology concept of these two grand epistles which Quran is 
heavenly thought and Nahjolbalaghe is originated from the wisdom of a trained people in 
this school, this paper aims to be codify charter in the theory of Utopia decorated with ethic 
and human dignity . 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Quran is a book with clear truths and effective on human nature and psych which codifies human material 

and spiritual requirements during the time by advising new bases such as; reforming ideas, reforming prays, 

morality, society, policy and economy as well as respectfully to freedom of wisdom and thoughts, sense and 

feeling, psych and spirit. Imam Ali is a character who grew up in the shade of Mohammad, the source of 

scholarship and knowledge, follows all thoughts and policies of his prophet. He tried to make family from 

person and created a society in which government and emirate of servants accomplished by divine sale. The 

present research seeks to analyze light truths of human life in religious and Islamic school from the point of 

view of Qoran and Imam Ali and follow the hierarchy of religious standards in formation of community.  

 

Person portrait of a perspective on religious thought: 

In heavenly school and insight, human has two lives: one of them is: world life which living there causes 

human to earn the spiritual values, and the other life is: funeral life. In the first period, closeness to supreme 

degrees in the funeral word is important because human has a funeral and the spirit of God and inherited to be 

God feature from him. Somebody who does the right action (man or woman), is a Muslim that will earn the 

funeral life and will get rewards for what she/ he did (Nahl, 97)
1
. Material aspirations like wealth, power, 

Government cannot bring esteem and honor in this school unless they turn to some instruments for human's 

spiritual growth, hence in religious worldview what subject which is presented, is order, refinement and 

efflorescence of talents and positive potential forces in human. In Quran, it is observable that the basis of 
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training is faith and piety are mentioned because fear of God lead to tighten social relationships. "Asceticism is 

between two sentences in Quran: God says: don’t be depressed for your sorrows and don’t be happy for your 

successes, everybody who is not depressed of his/ her past and is not happy of his feature, he /she will get 

asceticism from both sides (Imam Ali (A), Hekmat :439-526). By this point of view, human knows that this 

world doesn’t have continuous and in the world life, he/ she must be trained right to live. Humans' cover 

potential talents can be evolved by developing his/ her natural talented. Hence, knowledge and learning has been 

the necessity of humans' evolution. God says: "we taught all names to human" (Baghare, 31), "we thought the 

human what things he/ she doesn’t know" (Alagh: 5), "we crated human and thought him the language" 

(Alrahman, 3-4). It is knowledge that makes his/ her intelligence and wills strength and raise humans' sight and 

it teaches him/ her art of life, it is the best legacy of time and the best gift of prophets' school. If human doesn’t 

have this feature, his/ her value will be decreased so much and face to any types of hardship and oppressions, 

therefore "whenever God wants to belittle his creature, he will take the insight and wisdom of human" (Hekmat: 

288-298). 

 

The family and social relationships: 

The family is a small society that human after his/ her birth enters in. it is a social organization which 

memorized its framework and durability during the time despite all wide changes as well as surviving human 

generation, it can form the unite community. By formation this institute, people's view will be changed about 

surrounding environment. Family is the source of shaping the characters of persons.  

The family is the bed of character formation. In religious beliefs, the substance of good actions is solvent 

mouthful. Increasing in responsibility sense is one of the main factors in shaping the basis of social and 

individual life. It can be believable that the family is the first stone of the community and because, the basis of 

the family is constructed according to responsibility, society will have a building too (Seyed Ghotb, 1360: 61). 

In this society, we learn the relationship experience with others as if, humans' sight has been expanded and feels 

social maturity. If a person doesn’t learn the social issues in the family, he/ she will follow the worst values and 

bad behaviors in the society. Loghman give some advices to his boy: "remember my sun that: don’t contempt to 

God, it is a grand cruelty, do your prays and be patient for your sorrows" (Loghman: 13-19). Imam Ali said to 

his sun that "avoid from proud, grandiosity which are the pest of wisdom and ultimately, it makes oppression, 

violence, injustice enhance in human, all these negative features are in contrast with good social relationships.    

 

Family and woman status: 

There are three main factors in family training: 1- attitude to God, 2- attitude to world, 3- believe to human 

existing fact. Since, the human being is a creature who has link to God, therefore, a person should recognize this 

gift and move toward the best actions like: seeing right, doing right . in order to fulfill these goals, it is necessary 

to refer to the family and its environment especially, in relationship between husband and wife in the family. 

The woman, according to God speeches and his prophets, the reason behind the creation of woman is not the 

creation of man. She is created because of her own characteristics and competence. She has the special 

capacities which cause her to be the basis and foundation of the family and the main character in training the 

children ethically. She acts like a school in which she is able to give the family members love to life, kindness 

and peace. In Quran, she is regarded to be the soothing and demulcent of man's spirit and psych. She can reach 

to calmness and peace by the use of two strains relaxations to treat their children efficiently as if they can be 

useful and efficient persons in society. In order to disaccord this wrong belief that woman is created because of 

man, God says in Quran that" they (women) are your clothes and you (men) are their clothes too" (Baghare: 

187). In another verse God says" treat kindly to their wives" (Nesa, 19). Also Imam Ali in Nahjolbalaghe says 

that "women are like spring flowers that are so tolerable, be kind with them" (Nahjolbalaghe, letter 382/31). He 

mentioned that "woman should have some characteristics that they are the existing substance of her, such as; 

being thrifty in her husband property" (Ibid, 484/234). In Islam's point of view, God creates man and woman to 

evolution of human being generation and gave them the special abilities and specify some assignments to each 

of them according to their ability and their capacities. Their abilities are different. They don’t have the same 

assignment and this difference in their assignments is because of their difference in abilities and capacities.    

 

Management issues in Alavi issues: 

Government is an institute which creates in society. It is not apart from society. Its continuous and durable 

depends on people. Its existence in Islam is a necessity. It is special and religious institute. In religious belief 

and Imam Ali's thought, government should be serviced to people and their affairs because people are the basis 

of religion in a big society.  

In such space, society's management has the main important which by the use of tact, thought and justice, it 

can protect society classes and prepare unity, cooperation, empathy and cooperation between people. It likes a 

string can assemble the people and connect them to each other (Nahjolbalaghe, sermon 190/146). It is essential 

in Islamic manager that in different levels, the society's tact should be managed by wise, skillful, adroit and 
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worthy persons or managers. The emphasis of Islam on management ethical competence is for the power of 

effect that it gives to society as if the existence of worthy persons in this position causes society to move 

towards progress, piety and redemption. By using this factor, the country's affairs will be organized. Imam Ali 

writes a letter to Malek Ashtar about the management and meritocracy that "if you think that, governing and 

ruling means being a dominant governor and egoist, distraught and corruption will prevail in the society and it 

will be the effective factor in revolution and change in management system" (Ibid: 404).  

A society's manager is a person who tries to be a worthy character and a hero of treatment for all people that 

instead of getting power, do the responsibilities right by the use of tact, humanity and ethical factors. Imam Ali 

says that " a society never correct unless when its manager be a worthy person and a society cannot earn a 

worthy manager unless by people's resistance" (Ibid, sermon 314/216).  

It is obvious that having positive features in management depends on the value of understanding and piety, 

because the lack of knowledge about managers' relationship with God leads to create many ethical problems on 

management method and social relations. Moral anomaly features such as; being the top of his nose, being 

arrogance and having pride lead to waste the ethical features in people. In this field, Imam Ali's letter to Malek 

Ashtar is a best and supreme chart of management and government in the human history.     

 

Political and economic management:  

Religion government is not apart from political government. Politics has many different leanings such as; 

protection, maintenance, presidency and judgment (Dehkhoda dictionary, the lexeme of politics). In term, it can 

be said that politics is tact hierarchy, plans and programs that are useful and effective for the society. Allame 

Mohammad Taghi Jafari believes that management of persons regarding human facts as he/ she is or he/ she 

should to be in material and spiritual ways. In the other words, management is the justification of human social 

life in the route of rational life (Babapoor, 1379: 17).  

In the political attitude to management, the manager of a community should have a deep sight and have a 

high tact to affairs and also be prospective and mystic to time and its revolutions. Government philosophy of 

Imam Ali 's point of view, reviving right and destroying evil. This goal is not fulfilled unless by the government 

of worthy persons. In this type of governing, since the government take its legitimacy from people and created 

for people, it is inevitable that all its programs should be for people. In such a system, some properties that 

earned by government in different ways don’t belong to a particular cortex. Social welfare without any stress 

and pressure should be regarding as a thorough plan to inject hope to life in all society cortex thoughts and make 

people happy and satisfy. Imam Ali believed that" when the people become poor, it means that their rulers 

assemble the wealth, then the class differences will be created and poverty will be prevailed" (Ibid, letter 

412/53). "In Alavi's insight, farmers' poverty is the cause of destroying grounds and this poverty is the outcome 

of looting property and wealth by the governors who don’t have trust to the future of their governments. Islamic 

business must be done by the use of justice and avoid hoarding to have a good society" (Ibid, 414).    

The observance of society's disadvantaged rights and lower classes is an intellectual concern. Imam Ali 

mentioned this verse to Malik Ashtar. It is obvious that when the wealth differences between the classes become 

observable, erudition will be destroyed.   

 

Government and Democracy: 

People's government is one of the main principles of democracy, it means that the governor cortex get to 

power from people and its elements and politics will be changed by people's wills. People's votes and their 

satisfaction is a main factors in determining the governor. Something that pushes the society toward democracy 

is democratic behaviors. Government which formed in the basis of people's governing to people, it has express 

freedom, individual, social and political security. In this society, respect to people, respect to people's thoughts 

is presented. This necessity is shown in Imam Ali speeches: "avoid from concealing truth in jurisdiction because 

you are persons with many mistakes and you are not free from false actions" (Nahjolbalaghe, sermon 316/216).  

 

Government and social justice activism: 

The world in which we live, is the world of darkness. Darkness, ignorance, instinct and desires, the 

darkness of opinions and ideas swallow human and ignite his nature light. The most important problem is that 

we can reach to light and brightness and receive the supreme level of world life and funeral life. justice is the 

most important social rules that presented in the divine insight. "we sent prophets to you and gave them holy 

books and justice to hold the justice among people" (Hadid, 25). Hence, God has justice, he ordered us to have 

justice "God commands you to have justice and kindness" (Nahl, 90). Oppression is the opposite point of 

justice. The more closeness to oppression is, the more far away justice will be.  

The lack of attention to this fact in society leads to lack of satisfaction, stress, pressure, lack of trust and 

creating distraught in persons, therefore Imam Ali specify it as a necessity to all. By the use of justice, problems 

can be tolerable but by the use of oppression it is impossible. "justice has a door that is the openness for all 
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persons but a person who has not justice, durability of oppression is very difficult for him" (Nahjolbalaghe, 

sermon 38/15).   

Justice governing is impossible without widening justice governing. Allame Motahari believes that 

disordering in social balance, discrimination messed up intellectual order and widespread the pessimism, 

suspicion to the creation world and it is the effect of injustice in thought and idea (Motahari, 1979: 84).  

 

Nahjolbalaghe and social role of religion: 

Since, human is a weak creature with confined insight, it is clear that he/ she is not able to present a 

comprehensive plan for his/ her life. Therefore the supreme power and insight should be codified for human. 

"Conduct us to a right way", this way is a religion way which reach to security, those who wanted it, they can 

reach to and be conducted to the best way. "hey people, each of you appeal good will from God, he/ she can be 

succeed and God help him/ her to the best way" (Nahjolbalaghe, sermon 192/147). The world which is 

introduced to us by the heavenly religions, is a world that God is existed in its center. All ways ended to. 

Therefore, religion is a social need and it is the answer of thousands questions and mental dead end, regarding 

this necessity, Iman Ali advised to Imam Hassan: "To deliver excellence your understanding of religion" (Ibid, 

letter 370/31).  

Quran believes that oppositions and disputes make society in danger and waste many rights. Therefore, 

having health social system needs to a low that be able to present a complete pattern of social relations. "people 

were a unite group, then God sent his prophets to give good news to good persons and give bad news to bad 

persons and judge among people (Baghare, 213).    

 

Ali's utopia and today's society (conclusion): 

The fact of Qoran and Nahjolbalaghe thought is that people must not be in a cruel society and it is the 

existing philosophy of freedom and jurisdiction. It reveals that since the religion is a represent of all things, 

religiosity is the symbol of our valuable religious slogans. In this point of view, progress in economic status of a 

society depends on correlation and cultural growth of different social classes. Access to social welfare is 

fulfilled by the existence of social health relations to create the Utopia.    

If all persons (ordinary people as well as responsible authorities, scientists, governors be responsible for do 

right, then reaching to Utopia will be hopeful.      

If we try to recognize virtues, human and divine values and conduct humans' thoughts toward it and let 

people to select freely and not use any force in distributing moralities, we will be able to close to Utopia by the 

use of knowledge instrument. If society's managers behave so that people can speak about their rights without 

any fear, then we will be able to approach to Utopia.  

If the persons treat with piety and spread the values, Utopia will be reachable.  

If the family which is the base and foundation of society establish well, not only the small utopia will be 

created but also, a big community will be formed forever and will be persisted in history.  

If we think about intellectual and practical cooperation of society cortexes and appreciate them and consider 

world as a bed to be successful, then we can reach to Utopia.  

At last, if codification and promotion of any action, thought shape on the basis of religion, the divine and 

humanity Utopia with different opinions but unity one, will be fulfilled.       
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